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Bake Me I'm Yours...Cupcake Learn how to make over 100 quick and easy cupcake designs, with

Bake Me I'm Yours...Cupcake, from Joan and Graham Belgrove. Packed with loads of gorgeous

seasonal, wedding and birthday cupcake designs, as well as fun designs for all sorts of other

occasions, this book contains all the ideas you need to make yummy edible gifts for friends and

family! Includes tasty cupcake recipes for you to bake, as well as instructions for topping cupcakes

using fondant icing, buttercream, royal icing, sugarpaste, chocolate cupcake topping, petal paste,

edible glitter and sweets, and sugar embellishments. You can even transform traditional cupcakes

into cupcake wedding favours or elegant cupcake towers - a perfect alternative to a contemporary

wedding cake. Inside Bake Me I'm Yours...Cupcake: Gorgeous cupcake designs for: * Weddings *

Birthdays * Valentines * Engagements * Anniversaries * Easter * Christmas * Mother's Day *

Christenings * Thanksgiving * Halloween * New Year * Tea Parties * Picnics And More!
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I was a bit dissappointed when I got this book. There are only two recipes in the book, one for

vanilla cupcakes & another for chocolate. To my understanding I thought this book was about

baking cupcakes. The book is basically a decorating guide for cupcakes. It is full of wonderful

pictures. I will use the book for decorating ideas, I just thought I would have a book full of cupcake

recipes. But I would recommend this book if you are looking for decorating ideas.



To be honest, I bought this book to take advantage of  free shipping but little did I know that I would

get a cute book with great pictures and ideas. Joan gives a great how to on working with fondant

and royal icing while still using buttercream. If you are new fondant and different uses of royal icing

like I am, then you will appreciate her easy instructions. Also, I liked how it contrasted to my wild

and crazy book Hey There Cupcake. If you are looking for some cute, traditional designs for

weddings, parties and birthdays, then this is the book for you. If you are looking for recipes, then

you need to consider something else. This is really for decorating ideas only.

Honestly, this is my first cupcake-book, but I have seen (and I own) a lot of cookbook and this one is

really cute: beautiful pictures and a lot of ideas about decorating your cupcakes.Yes, there are just 2

recipes, but the authors suggest you changes and because I was searching for a decoration book,

I'm fully satisfied!I've found some really nice ideas I certainly will try at my next dinner with friends!!

I am in total agreement with Candi, in that I purchased this book hoping for various recipes but

instead got primarily decorating ideas. Along with the handful of cupcake recipes, there are some

frosting/icing/fondant recipes. However, the bulk of the book is on decorating. Many of them are

both appealing and easy enough to try at home. I would have appreciated a bit more organization,

the themes for the cupcakes jumped around ... Christmas, wedding, Easter. Holidays (in order by

the calendar) and Other Events might have better been done separately. But for about $10, the

ideas (each including pictures, most also showing variations) were worth it to me.

I really enjoyed looking over this book. I bought this book specifically for the designs because all the

cupcake books in stores only talk about recipes so I was pleased to find a book that talked mainly

about how to design.

After reading the reviews on this book I decided to buy it anyway and I'm happy I did. I love the fact

that it's a decorating book instead of a recipe book, the ideas are really cute and easy to

accomplish!

Honestly, save your money and browse through it in a Barnes and Noble. This book provides little to

no explanations or decorating ideas.Most of the pictures had either smushed frosting, or cracked

fondant. I wouldn't sell cupcakes with that kind of shoddy decorating let alone take a pictures and

put it in a book.You're not missing anything by bypassing this book. My three year old creates more



elaborate cupcakes!

I bought this for a friend for Christmas. It is a really cute book, nicely illustrated with lots of great

pictures. I wasn't extremely impressed with the variety of recipes though. It was just "okay" as far as

that goes.
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